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INVITATION
AE&C with Quad-Lock &

GET STARTED RIGHT AWAY

National Ready Mixed Concrete
Association

(NRMCA)

are

organizing
Developers,

a
trip
Architects

with
and

General Contractors to attend
several
commercial
&
residential ICF developments in
different locations in east USA.
We will take you to the jobsite
and talk about the advantages
on

building

extraordinary

with

this

construction

System. For more information
please contact William at
william@avila-ec.com or 561-

“Nobody knows how much you know, until they know how much you care”
Theodore Roosevelt

Why do we persist on ICF?
Build for a lifetime
•

Last forever: ICF structures are designed to last for
centuries, Unlike other materials, concrete only get
stronger over time.

•

Value that Last: ICF won’t get mold, rust or
deteriorate.

•

Simple to use: ICF can be molded into any shape, size
design you can imagine.

•

Safe & Strong: building with ICF gives you fireresistant structures. With ICF you exceed building
requirements – instead of just meeting them.

Safety
•
•
•
•

•

Improve Air Quality: ICF walls & floors are healthier
alternative; ICF does not emit harmful chemicals.
Environmental Responsible: ICF has lower
environmental impact reducing CO2 emission.
Outlast man-made disasters: ICF shells can even
withstand explosions
Stands up to Mother Nature: ICF structures can take any
natural disaster including hurricanes, tornadoes, high
winds and floods.
Comfort-Naturally, ICF inherently dampens sound,
which contributes to a quite, peaceful living
environment, particularly important for residential
buildings.

Value that Last
•

Insulated Concrete Form’s structures last longer and
reduce overall lifecycle costs.

•
•
•

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Energy Efficient: thermal mass properties save energy costs comparing with any other construction system.
Maintenance Free: ICF requires very little preservation

Easy to Use
•
•
•
•

Choice and Flexibility, ICFC conforms to your design –
not the other way around
Easy to Use, unlike other materials, concrete meets
needs of the owner, design and contractor
Awe-Inspiring, ICF can be transformed into the most
innovative, beautiful design you’ll encounter.
Save the day and your budget, ICF can be adapted for
many different uses with little effort.

Less Steps => Less Trades => Less Time => Cost Saving
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